Abstract-The increasing number of training algorithms along with their convincing results will make this question that which algorithm will be more efficient. This study aims to perform some widespread tests on some well-known training algorithms 
INTRODUCTION
Neural networks are successfully applied to many estimation, pattern recognition and classification problems. They have been widely used to find the best solution for a problem based on applying a learning algorithm to a fixed network structure.
Finding the most appropriate and effective algorithm for a specific neural network is a challenge before neural network based system. Obtaining the highest accuracy in such system is depends on many parameters like network type, network structure, number of training samples, training algorithm and some other parameters. Some of the above mentioned parameters cannot be change in specific problems due to the limitations. For example in some cases increasing the number of input samples is very tough case that problem dealing with rare events case or in some problems dealing with large scale databases and the need for a real time system do not allow the designing a complicated structure.
One way to increase the accuracy of neural network systems is to choose the best training algorithm to obtain higher accuracy. The best training algorithm does not necessarily the most accurate one, based on the problem definition some times in trade of time, memory or accuracy it is needed to sacrifices one to excel the others that can be done with choosing different training algorithm.
Finding the best learning algorithm like finding the best network structure is not following a comprehensive method. It depends on many factors which make the trial and error as the most reliable solution. But still in some common platforms there could be some suggestion as leads for decreasing the possible candidate's set size.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Levenberg -Marquardt (Lm)
The Levenberg -Marquardt (lm) method is an enhanced Newton's method. It has been designed to minimizing the functions which are sum of square of other nonlinear functions. This method is very well adapted to neural network training where the performance measure is Mean Square Error (MSE) [1] . This method generally deal with optimizing MSE like cost function [2] . The Lm performance is known to be very great when it applied to artificial neural networks as a second order algorithm. Benefiting from naturally estimating the learning rate in contrast of using random values in first order algorithms enable LM to be one of the most efficient learning methods [3] [1, 4] . Calculating Jacobean matrix of the samples in each iteration, demands for excessive memory to deal with large scale databases. The results presented in [3] shows that the LM has better performance in small and medium size patterns compare to first order algorithms.
B. Resilient back propagation (RP)
Multilayer Neural networks usually apply the sigmoid functions as transfer function in hidden layers. Using these functions besides using gradient can cause the problem small weight and biases changing even though it is very far from the optimal value. Back propagation training algorithms and resilient propagation are very similar except in weight updating routine [5] . The purpose of resilient back propagation, introduced by Riedmiller and Braum [6] , is to reduce such side effects by determine the direction of weight updating using the sign of partial derivatives.
If the derivatives of performance function has same sign with last two successive iterations then the update value will be increased and vice versa. If the derivation is zero the update value will remain constant. Whenever the weight start to oscillate then the weight changes will reduce and if the weight keep change in same direction for several epochs then the weight change will increase. [7] Resilient back propagation can be applied on any neural network provided the network weight, transfer function and network input have derivative functions. In a comparison between back propagation methods and resilient method results in [5] demonstrate that resilient propagation has better performance. In another experiment about forecasting tourist demands applying resilient propagation shows acceptable results which illustrate the performance of this method in estimating and forecasting [8] . Resilient back propagation accurate method of weight updating turns it to a fast converging training method than other conventional back propagation methods, more over this method is less sensitive to parameter setting [9] .
C. Variable Learning Rate Gradient Descent (GDX)
The process of training the neural network as the process of changing and setting the weights, can be done in two form of on-line and off-line (batch supervised learning). The off-line method that is known as classical training method is accomplished by setting a fix value as learning rate and finding the optimum networks weight based on that. In contrast in on-line method the data gathered within the normal operation are continuously applied to adapt the learning function [10] .
The idea of having variable learning rate during the training process has been implemented in defining Variable Learning Rate Gradient Descent algorithm. The main aim of an adaptive learning rate will be attempting to keep the learning step value as large as possible while maintaining learning stable [11] . This process will be done after presentation of each pattern hence, at any epoch new weights and biases are updated based on the current learning rate.
On line training usually applies to training huge size data bases which may contain redundant samples. Since training a network with a variable learning rate gradient descendent is a time consuming process but it may be appropriate for modeling slowly time-varying system. But it should be mentioned that in dealing with large scale data bases an adaptive learning rate will be faster although it will be slower in small databases. Another advantage of adaptive learning rate will be it capability of escaping from local minima and proving a comprehensive approach for non-stationary cases [10] . One of the major drawbacks of this method is highly dependency to the parameters value which can totally affect the results of training process [12] .
D. Scaled Conjugate Gradient (SCG)
Scaled conjugate gradient (SCG) is a second order training method that's applying second order derivations in order to optimize the network weights. Using the second order function has a better way to local minimums. As it has mentioned in [13] second order training algorithms have presented better performance and faster convergence of error function curves. Several studies also demonstrated that the SCG methods are one order faster than BP methods. SCG method belong to conjugate gradient class of training methods has super linear convergence on most problems. [14] Since scale conjugate gradient is a second order training method same as variable learning rate gradient descendant, many studies try to train their network with both of these methods to evaluate their efficiency. Table I summarize some of the experiments have been done in [15] . 
E. Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS)
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) is an improvement on quasi newton is a back propagation method which can be apply on feed forward neural networks [11] . This method known as a fast training algorithm in terms of network convergence since it is not computationally expensive like his ancestor. This method does not need to calculate second order derivations so theoretically, it will be slower than second order training methods [16] . One of the major draw backs of this method is requiring large amount of memory that consequently, will make it difficult to be applied on very large scale data bases [17] .
III. METHODOLOGY The image data set, on which this study has been founded on, was a set of 400 scene images captured by a canon D5 camera in different illumination conditions and various day times. All images have been converted to standard size of 256 *256 [18] . All the tests have been performed on a core 2 Dou Intel CPU (2.4 GHz).
In preprocessing stage the color model of all images has been transferred to CIE XYZ color model. A Combination of statistical and physic based features extracted from Y component of each image has been applied as the input features to the neural network [19] . Fig. 1 shows the flow chart of the proposed system. This flow chart is divided to two parts of image processing and artificial intelligence. The main focus of this study is to evaluate the effect of applying various training algorithms to find out the most efficient one for such classification system.
In neural network part of method after designing, a specific training algorithm chosen from a set of 5 candidate algorithms, has been taken into account to train the network. The set of candidate algorithms consists of Levenberg -Marquardt, resilient back propagation, variable learning rate gradient descendant, scaled conjugate gradient and BFGS Quasi-Newton. Each training algorithms has been tested for 30 repeats on the data set and results evaluated by recording the misclassification percentages (accuracy), MSE, as the measure of goodness of fit in linear regression and time. The average of 30 tests over each parameter will present the efficiency in corresponding evaluation parameter. By assessing training algorithms in these fields the efficiency of each algorithm can be study in terms of accuracy, prediction power and response time.
This should be mention that during the entire test for all training algorithm, the network parameters kept constant in order to make the equal condition for evaluating the algorithms. The starting values of the network parameters were the default values of network shown in Table II. TABLE II. LIST OF DEFAULT VALUE FOR NN As it can be seen, LM rate (highest accuracy rate) comp has been followed by R misclassification rate belongs to has been mentioned in section C of this method to the starting parameters is the major drawback results in very high misclassificat
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E which is the most f this classification formance ( Fig.2 (a) The best R value as the measure of goodness of fit has been achieved by Lm which shows the high estimating ability of this method in this specific study. The achieved result for R value is completely following the trend of accuracy.
Response time evaluation is one of the critical parameters in choosing a training algorithm. As it has been explained previously, second order training algorithms are supposed to have less response time compare to first orders. By having a brief look to Fig.2 (d) we can see the methods like LM and SCG as second order training algorithms has better response time than first order ones. But surprisingly, the best achieved response time is belong to RP that is a first order method. Benefiting from an accurate weight updating method made the network convergence very fast and proposed RP as a serious candidate for fast learning algorithms. Lm as the most accurate tested method in this study got the second rank in term of response time (Table III) . But still it is a fast converging method respect to applying second order derivation for weight updating. V. CONCLUSION The definition coming for each training algorithm in literature is some general overview and expectation of that specific algorithm and it may be change when it applied on specific problems. The training performance of different methods can vary from problem to problem. For scene illumination classification systems as it has been presented in Table II , LM delivered the best performance in accuracy. But in term of time with a slight difference it got second rank after Resilient Propagation. IN contrast, RP shows an acceptable accuracy with a quick response time. Finally it can be concluded that in scene illumination classification if the main purpose of system is set to achieve the highest accuracy, the most appropriate training method will be LM. On the other hand, in trade off of time and accuracy if designing a quick classification system is the main aim of that experiment, Resilient back propagation algorithm is the most appropriate method for training the neural network.
